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� Health psychology is a multifaceted area of study, incorporating a
wide range of complaints that often, but not necessarily, overlap
with medical disorders.

� The scientist-practitioner approach provides the possibility to draw
valid conclusions about individual clients and their needs, rather
than making a general statement about a group or relying solely on
the opinion of therapists.

Background Practice Written assignment
In the practice sessions, the focus lies on the role of the scientist-
practitioner. Students are introduced to the set-up, execution, analysis, and
evaluation of a health psychological intervention for bodily complaints using
a single-case experimental (SCE; N=1) approach.

Students take on the role of a therapist, as well as the role of a client, with
a fellow student. This allows experiencing the outcome of a health-
psychological intervention and a single-case experiment at first hand.

Theory

Lecture series: Prototypical examples of health psychological
complaints are presented from a biopsychosocial perspective by experts
in the field
� Exploring clinically relevant research questions 
� Introducing students into the curative health psychological practice

Master course Clinical Health Psychology (KU Leuven, 
Belgium)

FOCUS:

GOALS:

1. General introduction in clinical health psychology
2. Chronic pain
3. Sexual disorders
4. Psychological treatment of children with a chronic 

disease
5. Diabetes mellitus 
6. Tinnitus
7. Psychological consequences of cancer in children
8. Treatment adherence

TOPICS:

Students write a report, consisting of three parts:

Part I: Literature review
� Definition of the chosen intervention
� State of the art of its efficiency and efficacy based on recent

papers (> year 2000)

Part II: SCE
� Situation of the client’s needs and health-related problem in

current literature
� Description of the randomization procedure and the diary
� Description of the intervention and theoretical background
� Plan for analyses and results
� Discussion of the findings, limitations and suggestions

Part III: Personal reflection
� Reflection on the SCE, experiences as a therapist and client,

strengths and weaknesses, etc.

Objectives:
� Introduction to different SCE designs and setup of an A-B design (Onghena

& Edgington, 2005)
� Randomization of the start date for an intervention (using the Single-Case

Data-Analysis (SCDA) package from Bulté & Onghena (2008, 2012)
� Analysis of SCE-data using SCDA: execute plots (SCVA; Bulté & Onghena,

2008) and randomization tests (SCRT; Bulté & Onghena, 2012)

SCE DESIGN AND RANDOMIZATION

INTAKE INTERVIEW AND DIARY
The student-therapist prepares an intake
interview with the client:
� Identification of the client’s needs and

health-related problem
� Design of a diary (maximum 5 questions) in

order to investigate (changes in) problematic
health behavior

� Discuss possible interventions
Client fills in the diary for 44 consecutive days

Practical intervention workshops:
� Progressive and suggestive relaxation
� Mindfulness
� Best Possible Self
� Psycho-education

Selected treatment is carried out according to the randomization
� Students videotape their sessions
� Students peer review other students’ therapeutic professional behavior

anonymously
� Tutors provide feedback on the therapists’ therapeutic professional

behavior

INTERVENTION

ANALYSES AND FEEDBACK
Data analysis of the diary data using the SCDA
package
� Plotting and interpretation of the data
� Evaluation of the success of the intervention
Feedback session
� The therapist shares the overall conclusions of 

the analyses with the client
� The client has the opportunity to disclose 

his/her own experience

SummaryPrepare students to
� Analyze medical and bodily complaints
� Identify and manipulate psychological factors relevant for disease

and recovery
� Independently and professionally create and execute a single-case

experiment
� Critically evaluate a health-psychological treatment

Students acquire knowledge (Theory) through direct personal experience
(Practice)
� Active participation in learning process
� Acquiring knowledge about core theoretical concepts
� Acquiring scientist-practitioner skills: clinical practice + single case

experimentation

The master course Clinical Health Psychology at the KU Leuven,
Belgium is unique in its combination of theory and practice to
optimally prepare students to become a scientist-practitioner.

Theory
� Expert lecture

series
� Literature review
� Theoretical

background of SCE 
designs

Practice
� Intervention

workshops
� Therapist / Client 

experience
� Execution of SCE
� Data analysis

Scientist-practitioner
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